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We show a differential necessary condition on the intrinsic geometry of a space-time embed- 
ded in E5. 

I. Introduction 

The process of embedding has the aim of looking 

at the space-time from "outside", i. e. studying R4 
from the geometry of a (necessaril~ pseudo-Euclidean) 

space of a higher dimension. When such a process is 

possible, a very valuable to01 is available for the analy- 

sis of the geometric structure of the Cspace. The class 

of embedding generates an invariant characterization 

of the solutions of the Einstein equations, a1 ternative 

to that of Petrov, which provides a technique to con- 

struct solutions: ~arrnarkaril] ,  for example, obtained 

the inner Schwarzschild solution when studying the 

spherically symmetric class one met r i~s[~] ;  also, Singh 

and pandeyf3] found a generalization of the Lamaitre 

method. 

A disadvantage of this embedding technique is the 

lack of physical meaning of the new degrees of free- 

dom represented by the Ricci vectors and the second 

fundamental forms[": some a u t h o r ~ [ ~ - ~ ]  have tried to 

use them to describe properties of elementary particles 

in a curved space-time. ~arbashov-~esterenko["] and 

pháti9] have use the embedding process in non-linear 

models (solitons, strings, etc.) and in the problem of 

the gravitational energy[lO]. These reasons (among oth- 

ers) make us to  consider interesting to  study R4 as a 

hyper surface of E,, n 2 5. 
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A space time is said to be of class one (i.e., accepts 

embedding into E5) if and only if there exist the sec- 

ond fundamental form tensor bac = b,, satisfying the 

Gauss-Codazzi equations[11-13] 

where E = -tl, Rabed is the R4 curvature tensor and 

; k stands for the covariant derivative. In the litera- 

ture some necessary conditions on the intrinsic geome- 

try (generated by the metric gac)  of the space-time em- 

bedded into E5 can be found: for instance, ~ o l l i n s o n [ ~ ~ ]  

proved that[15]: 

I(1 =* Rabcd Rabcd = O (2.4 

where I-1, and 1-z are the Lanczos invariants[l5I: 

1(2 =* ~ * i j k r ~ .  . 
a j  k r  (2.b) 

* R a t r q  and * ~ * ~ j ~ ~  being the Eevi-Civita tensor, 

the simple dual and the double dual of the Riemann 

tensor, respectively. As another example, in Ref. [16] 

it is shown that in every class one R4 the following re- 

lations holds: 
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where Rab == Rabc is Ricci tensor and R = Re
c is the 

scalar curva ,ure. 

Conditions Eq. (2.a) and Eq. (3) are n e c e s s a r y  be- 

cause if an 1i4 does not fulfill them it is then impossible 

for it to be r:mbedded into E5, and the conditions are 

algebra ic  because they were derived through the use of 

Eq. (l .a),  which does not contain covariant derivatives. 

Hence, the problem a r i ~ e s [ ~ ~ - ' ~ ]  of finding a necessary 

differential c,mdition (i.e., where also Eq. (1.b) is taken 

into account ). 

In the nect section a necessary condition (including 

covariant derivatives) is shown for every space-time of 

class one. Si ch a condition does not contain the same 

information as in a purely algebraic condition and, con- 

sequently, we hope it proves to be useful to study R4 

embedded into E5. As an application we prove that 

Godel metric[2~13~20-22] is not of class one. 

11. Necessary differential condit ion 

Our aim in this section is to show that the intrin- 

sic geometry of any 4-space embedded into E5 satisfies 

an identity, generated by the Gauss and Codazzi equa- 

tions, that is a necessary differential condition in which 

Eq. (1.b) (and, therefore Bianchi's identities for the 

curvature tensor) is contained. 
R Indeed, if Gmb = Rmb - ~ g , b  is Einstein tensor, 

our result is then: 

and it has not been located in the literature. 

given R4 violates Eq. (4) its embedding into 

not possible; note that, unlike Eqs. (2.a) and (3), Eq. 

(4) includes covariant derivatives of severa1 tensor ob- 

jects. To prore Eq. (4) it is enough to substitute Eq. 

(1.a) into it and use Eq. (1.b) together with the rele- 

vant identity of ~ o e n n e r [ l ~ > ~ ~ ]  and ~ o n z á l e z [ ~ ~ ]  written 
*[12,13,19,22,2']. 

I& 
í)bij = -yij - Rimnj Gmn , 

48 (5.a) 
where 

Since no empty space (G,, = 0) accepts embedding 

into E5 [121131211, then we will always have Gmc # O in 

Es. (4). 

As an application, Godel's rnetri~[~OI allows to show 

that Eq. (4) does not posses the same information than 

Eqs. (2.a) and Eq. (3). Indeed, its line element is 

and lengthy but; straightforward calculations allow to  

verify the fu1fill:ment of Eq. (2.a) and Eq. (3). How- 

ever, this cosmological model does not satisfies Eq. (4) 
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and so it can be concluded that Eq. (6) is not of class 

one[2~13~19~21~22*25]. The only explicit embedding known 

so far was published by ~ o s e n [ ~ ~ ]  where the author em- 

beds the Godel metric into Elo. As an original result 

we give its embedding into Eg.  Indeed, let 

with 

then, it is simple to prove that Eq. (6) can be written 

as : 

showing that Godel's solution may be studied as a sub- 

space of Eg. It is knownL2] that Eq. (6) admits embed- 

ding into E7 and E8 althougli nobody has ever tried to 

construct the corresponding functions zr .  Nevertheless, 

it is still unknown[lg] if Eq. (6) can be embedded into 

E6. 

111. Comment s  

We have indicated the result Eq. (2.a), due to 

~ o l l i n s o n [ ~ ~ ] ,  only as an example of a algebraic neces- 

sary condition for space-times embedded into E g ,  but 

this condition does not participate in the derivation of 

Eq. (4). This means that, in order to construct Eq. 

(4), it suffices to consider Eqs. (l.a), (l.b), (5.a) and 

(5.b). If the Gauss equation (1.a) is introduced into the 

Lanczos' invariant ICl [271, it follows immediately that 

Icl = O as indicated in Eq. (2.a) and this is valid for 

every space-time of class one independently of Einstein- 

Maxweel fields. Furthermore, the general identity[27]: 

* ~ * a  ~ i i m i  _ 1'2 a i  
bcd - 4 9  

and eq. (1.a) imply Collinson's other relation Eq. (2.a). 

In conclusion, using Godel metric, we have shown 

that our differential neccesary condition, Eq. (4), con- 

tains more information that Eq. (2.a) and Eq. (3) since 

the Codazzi equation (1.b) is involved in its derivation. 
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